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ABSTRACT
Detecting Microcalcification Clusters in Digital Mammograms: Study for Inclusion
into Computer Aided Diagnostic Prompting System
By
Gopalkrishna Veni
Emma Regentova, Ph.D., Examination Committee Chair
Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Among signs of breast cancer encountered in digital mammograms radiologists
point to microcalcification clusters (MCCs). Their detection is a challenging problem
from both medical and image processing point of views. This work presents two
concurrent methods for MCC detection, and studies their possible inclusion to a computer
aided diagnostic prompting system. One considers Wavelet Domain Hidden Markov Tree
(WHMT) for modeling microcalcification edges. The model is used for differentiation
between MC and non-MC edges based on the weighted maximum likelihood (WML)
values. The classification of objects is carried out using spatial filters. The second method
employs SUSAN edge detector in the spatial domain for mammogram segmentation.
Classification o f objects as calcifications is carried out using another set of spatial filters
and Feedforward Neural Network (NN). A same distance filter is employed in both
methods to find true clusters. The analysis of two methods is performed on 54 image
regions from the mammograms selected randomly from DDSM database, including
benign and cancerous cases as well as cases which can be classified as “hard cases” from
both radiologists and the computer perspectives. WHMT/WML is able to detect 98.15%

ill
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true positive (TP) MCCs under 1.85% of false positives (FP), whereas the SUSAN/NN
method achieves 94.44% of TP at the cost of 1.85% for FP. The comparison of these two
methods suggests WHMTAVML for the computer aided diagnostic prompting. It also
certifies the low false positive rates for both methods, meaning less biopsy tests per
patient.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Breast Cancer and Digital Mammography
Breast Cancer is among frequent causes of cancer death among women in many
countries worldwide and second major cause of mortality after lung cancer. It is usually
found in women between the ages of 40 and 55. According to American Cancer Society,
in United States 215, 990 cases of Breast carcinoma diagnosis have been estimated in
2004 [1]. In India, breast cancer accounts for 23% of all female cancers [2]. About 2100
of new Breast Cancer cases and 800 consequent deaths are reported each year in Norway
[3]. The World Health Organization’s International agency for Research on Cancer in
Lyon, France, estimates more than 150,000 women worldwide die of breast cancer every
year [4]. In Sweden, the percentage rate is 25 [5]. Evidentially, early diagnosis and
treatment of this disease can significantly improve the survival rate for patients.
According to M. Moskowitz [6], women over 40 should take screening test regularly for
early detection and proper treatment to reduce the mortality rate.
Among many signs, some (but not all) microcalcification clusters (MCCs) can
also be early symptoms of breast cancer. The analysis of the shape and the
microcalcifications pattern allows for determining cancerous cases. Microcalcifications
are minuscule grains of calcium produced by the cells as a result of some benign or
malignant processes. They appear as a group of small localized granular bright spots in
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digitized mammograms. From image processing perspective, microcalcifications are high
frequency components relative to surrounding low-ffequency background with much
higher attenuation compared to the tissue and thus absorbing more radiation. Therefore
they appear as bright though small spots in digital mammograms.
Clinically MCs are described as the presence of small deposits of calcium
arranged in a cluster. Some definitions of MCs include poorly defined masses,
architectural distortions, asymmetrical structures, some developing density or isolated
ducts. Biologically, they may be the rest products of broken down cells, a cyst or milk.
They are usually sighted in a group of three or more calcifications with size less than
0.5mm at 5mm apart in a Icm^ screening window [8]. MC detection has remained an
intricate task because of low MC contrast in high-intensity background, varying shapes,
blurred margins, and local variations within breast tissue and different types of noise
during digitization process. Figure 1 demonstrates the breast anatomy (left) and the
microcalcification cluster (right).

Pectoralis
Fat Tissue
Rib
InterGostalis ^

Areola

Intercostal i
Artery " I

//

Mamilla

Ducts

Lobes

.i.

(a)
(b)
Figure 1; (a) Breast Anatomy; (b) Digital Mammogram with microcalcifications (Source:
Yale University, School of Medicine)
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Digital mammography is a highly efficient non-invasive technique of diagnosing
and locating abnormalities of breast. It is the only reliable and pragmatic solution hitherto
to detect signs of breast cancer at its early stages compared to ultrasound, thermography,
transimulation techniques and magnetic resonant imaging (MRI) [3]. Mammography is a
low-powered (due to invasive concerns) x-ray technique that captures a picture of the
internal structure o f the breast. Additional angles and magnified views are taken of
suspicious areas. During mammography, the breast is compressed to maintain uniform
thickness. This has been illustrated in Figure 2 [8]. This decreases radiation dose and
improves the contrast.

Camera unit
X-ray beam

Film plate

In mammography, each breast is
compressed norizontally, then
obliquely and an x-ray
is taken of each position

Figure 2: Mammography layout

Under the examination, if the breast tissue shows no evidence of mass, i.e.,
aggregations of cells or calcifications the case is considered normal. Figure 3 shows an
example of a normal breast. A well-outlined, regular, clear spot is more likely to be a
non-cancerous lesion such as a cyst. A poorly outlined, cloudy area is more likely to
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suggest breast cancer (a cancerous lesion). However, not all breast cancers are perfectly
round, and some cancers may appear well-defined.
When findings from a mammogram look suspicious, a biopsy is performed for
further diagnosis.

Figure 3: Mammogram of a normal breast (high contrast) [36]

Some of the advantages of Digital mammography include [9]
a) Visualization o f lesions at non-palpable and infinitesimal scale.
b) Optimization in separation of image acquisition, process and display.
c) Computer Aided Detection (CAD) techniques are easily applied on the digital
mammogram.
d) Benefits in operational advantages and advantages in diagnostic ability and
confidence.
e) Digital storage and transmission of images.
f) Quick assessment of images and rapid determination regarding additional images or
studies needed.
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Screening mammography is important for early breast cancer detection. The
National Cancer Institute recommends mammogram screening every one to two years for
women age 40 and older.
Apart from its benefits, mammographie reading still remains a complicated task
for radiologists due to the inherent low contrast as a result of low-radiation dose due to
non-invasive method, small differences in the image densities of various breast tissues,
lack of subtle secondary signs of malignancy by the observer, uneven geometry of MCs
on chest wall and natural human fatigue due to intense number of reading mammograms.
To overcome the drawbacks of digital mammography, computer aided methods evolved
that make use o f recent advancement in the fields of digital image processing, pattern
recognition and artificial intelligence. Computer Aided Diagnostic (CAD) prompting
systems provide a second opinion in detecting and diagnosing abnormalities. Such
systems help radiologists in reading mammograms effectively by improving true-positive
and reducing false-positive rates. The true and false-positive rates are defined as follows:
• True-positive rate: It is the ratio of number of result cases that correctly match
with the ground truth to the total number of cases analyzed.
• False-positive rate: It is the ratio of number of result cases that incorrectly
match with the ground truth to the total number of cases analyzed.
CAD tools also alleviate the burden of the highly intensive mammographie
analysis under the recommended screening programs and the lack of human resources.
Tons of mammograms are processed on daily basis. Thus, the need in accurate computer
techniques and tools is obvious.
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1.2 Objectives and Goals of the Work
As it will be shown in the Section 2 of the present work, a tremendous amount of
work is done by image analysis community for MC and MC cluster detection. The chief
direction of the research is targeting higher accuracies meaning high TP rates and low
FPs. The former is vitally important, while the latter allows for escaping from the biopsy
test which is definitely non-desirable if avoided. The present state indicates high
accuracies of TP rates on average around 95% and FP rates at 2-3 per case. When
dealing with the human lives, higher accuracies of TP rates must be sought. Thus, the
goal is to achieve higher accuracies in detecting MC clusters.
MCCs can appear at any part of the breast, including fat tissue, ducts and lobs
(see Figure. 1). This means that the whole breast image is to be analyzed. Furthermore,
the variable texture of different parts of the breast means that the statistics of the
background varies, and as a result mammogram segmentation based on texture features
solely is not advantageous. The microcalcification exhibits itself as a local variation of
the intensity. Flowever, not all dark-to-light transitions of intensities can be considered as
a micro- calcification edge. Conventional edge detection techniques in most cases fail to
properly detect MCs by either missing the real edges because of low contrast or by
producing a number of false or noisy edges.

Thus, the segmentation based on edge

information looks as a quite challenging task.
Another problem is that there is no strict definition of microcalcifications as an
image object. This includes intensity range, shape characteristics or properties of
clustering patterns, background behavior, else. Hence, formalization of the classification
features is a cumbersome task. This explains why artificial neural networks and support
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vector machines are so popular for automated diagnosis in general and for detection of
MC clusters in particular. The lessons learnt from the above discussions are
• Since the background is statistically non-uniform, its properties cannot be
efficiently used for texture-based segmentation.
• The MC edges obey statistics which can be revealed via proper statistical
modeling. Thus, maximum likelihood classifier can be considered.
• If a spatial domain analysis is considered, a care should be taken of detecting all
the edges with a subsequent post-processing aiming at elimination of false cases.
• Neural Networks (NN) deem to be a good candidate for classification under an
ample set of features. Among features both spatial and frequency domain features are to
be included.
• Because of the absence of strictly formalized way of describing the disease
related features of MCCs a completely automated system can not be utilized. A
prompting system looks as a feasible substitute. It is expected to

improve the

diagnosability o f breast cancer in digital mammography
• Mammogram analysis can be considered as a non real-time problem. Thus, any
reasonably long, but efficient line of codes is applicable.
Based on the above we can conclude that the problems related to MCC detection
in digital mammograms dictate a special framework for automated tools. Particularly, we
consider a prompting system, meaning that the system assists radiologists in finding the
place of possible location of MCCs and outlining the regions to draw the attention to
suspicious cases. The final decision on is to be made by radiologists.
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The speed of

processing is not concerned, because it is already mentioned that the processing is not
time constrained. However, the time taken by the analysis per case is to be reasonable.
In the present work we study two different methodologies. One is based on the
statistical wavelet domain Hidden Markov Tree (WHMT) model with the maximum
likelihood labeling for segmenting mammograms (WHMT/WML) where WML stands
for Weighted Maximum Likelihood; and the second is based on spatial domain edge
detection and segmentation based on Similar Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus
(SUSAN) method along with the neural network based classification (SUSAN/NN).
It is believed initially that WHMT has a great potential in image processing
because it combines the power of wavelet analysis and Markov statistical modeling. It is
used to segment images on MC/non-MC objects based on the proposed Maximum
Weighted Likelihood estimation. Further, spatial filters such as an area and the contrast
filters are applied for retaining MCs and finally the distance filter is employed to find
MCCs.
In the second method, MC edges are derived in the spatial domain by SUSAN,
whose power stems from the ability to detect closed contours. This is followed by
classification using feed-forward Neural Network fed by a number of spatial domain
features, such as perimeter, baekgroimd-foreground ratio and differences. Finally the
eluster distance filter is applied.
For experimenting, 54 mammogram segments are used for evaluating both
approaches and their comparison. These segments are taken from mammograms of
DDSM database [10], a publicly available database which provides ground truth data and
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has been frequently referred in the literature. The FROC analysis is provided and the
results are analyzed.
The arrangement of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter II, the analysis of the
published work on the computer based MC/MCC detection and classification methods is
presented. This includes various mammographie preprocessing techniques; derivation of
MC (MCC) features, MC segmentation methods, description of databases used in the
studies and reports on the performances. In Chapter 3, Wavelet Domain Hidden Markov
Tree model is described. First the theoretical foundations are given, and then its relevance
and application to MC detection is provided in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, we deseribe
applieation of NN classifier. In Chapter 6 we discuss the results and conclude on the
work. Some future directions of the research are presented.
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CHAPTER II

SURVEY OF COMPUTER-BASED MAMMOGRAM PROCESSING AND MC/MCC
DETECTION METHODS
There is a considerable effort made for MC/MCC detection, yet approaches are
different. Some researchers prefer to preprocess mammogram images prior to their
mammogram. This pursues the goal of enhancing both visual and automatic analyses. It
also facilitates the removal of artifaets, suppressing the noise. In the second approach, the
authors attack the recognition problem by applying methods able to cope with recognition
task by directly processing the input mammogram of any given quality. The brief
diseussion o f the developments in both areas will allow the reader to appreciate the scope
of problems and the maturity of the field. This ineludes preprocessing techniques,
mammogram segmentation, feature extraction and object classification methods. The
survey includes the performanees report and provides the information about the
experimental set, including source (university/ clinical center) and the size of the set. .
We start the survey part in the followings with the database description and discussion of
the instruments used for scanning.

10
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2.1 Databases
In this section we discuss the databases cited most frequently for the performance
analysis. They are referred in the later subsections, where the methods and their
performances are discussed.
In the Nijmegen database the digitization sampling aperture is 0.05 mm, the
sampling distance is O.I mm and the size of each image is 2048 x 2048 pixels with a
gray-level resolution of 12 bits per pixel. The mammograms were recorded with a Kodak
MIN-R/SO 177 screen/film combination. An Eikonix 1412 CCD camera was used to
digitize the images. The database consists of 40 images from 21 patients. There are a
total of 103 microcalcification clusters, 29 benign and 74 malignant cases, in the database
with varying sizes and visibility.
Mini-MIAS is a freely available database provided by Mammographie Image
Analysis Society (MIAS). The original MIAS database (digitized at 50 micron pixel
edge) has been reduced to 200 micron pixel edge and clipped or added to resolve every
image into 1024x1024 pixels [11]. It contains normal and abnormal cases. The
accompanied ‘Ground Truth’ associated with abnormal cases contains details regarding
the character of the background tissue, class and severity of the abnormality and

x,

y

coordinate of its centre and radii. Co-ordinate system origin is bottom-left comer.
A data set collected from Department of Radiology at the University of Chicago
consists of 697 mammograms from 386 clinical cases, of which all had lesions containing
clustered MCs. Among them 75 are malignant, and the rest, i.e.311 are benign. Most of
these cases have two standard-view mammograms: MedioLateral (ML) and Cranio
Caudal (CC) views. In ML view, the breast part is compressed through sides between x-

11
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ray beam and film plate and in CC view, the breast part is compressed horizontally. For
computer analysis, all the mammograms in the data set were digitized with a spatial
resolution of 0.1 mm/pixel and 10-bit grayscale. It is noted that this data set includes a
subset consisting of 53 cases (19 malignant and 34 benign) and another subset consisting
o f 104 cases (46 malignant and 58 benign).
The Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM) is a database of
digitized film-screen mammograms containing 2620, four view mammography screened
images obtained from Massachusetts General Hospital, Wake Forest School of Medicine,
Sacred Heart Hospital and Washington University of St. Louis School of Medicine. The
two standard views (medio-lateral oblique (MLO) and craniocaudal (CC)) from each
breast were digitized on one of the four different scanners [36]. In MLO view, the breast
part is compressed obliquely for screening. Table. 1 lists some characteristics and number
of normal, benign and malignant cases for each of these scanners.

Table 1: Characteristics o f the scanners for DDSM
Digitizer
Sampling
Gray
Normal Benign
Rate
levels
DBA 2100 Image clear
42 microns
16
430
0

Malignant
97

Howtek 960

43.5 microns

12

78

446

323

Lumisys 200 Image
Clear

50 microns

12

82

328

393

Howtek MultiRad850

43.5 microns

12

105

96

101

Since the gray levels in images acquired on different scanners do not correspond
to same optical densities, normalization of images is required before processing. Optical
density [12, 13] is expressed as transmittance of an optical element (step-wedge phantom

12
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in this case). Physically, it is the ratio of the intensity of light falling on the material over
the intensity of light passing through it. Table 2 gives equations for mapping gray levels
to optical densities for each scanner, where OD=optical density and GL=gray level.

Table 2 Equations mapping gray levels to optical densities
Name o f scanner
Equation
DBA scanner at MGH
(‘A’ and DBA)

OD=(log(GL)-4.80662)/(-l.07553)

Howtek scanner at MGH
(‘A ’ and Howtek)

OD=3.789-0.00094568*(GL)

Lumisys scanner at
OD=(GL-4096.99)/(-1009.01)
WFU
(‘B ’ or ‘C ’ and Lumisys)
Howtek scaimer at
OD=3.96604095240593+(-0.00099055807612)*GL
ISMD (‘D ’ and Howtek)

In DDSM, the database is implicitly divided into three divisions namely normal,
benign and cancerous. Each division has bunch of volumes, each of which has a number
of cases. These cases contain full-fledge information on four mammographie views,
respectively. Each case is provided with an associated ics file which gives details about
date of study, patient age, film, film type, optical density, date digitized, and type of
digitizer. Furthermore, it contains digital information about each mammographie view
specifically image size, image-depth, resolution and presence of abnormality. If it is
present, the respective case is supported with an overlay file for that respective view
indicating the region of abnormality. This is done using the chain code. The first two
values of chain code are the starting column and row of the chain code that order.
Following these two numbers, the chain code is given and a number indicates the end of
the code. The numbers corresponding to the directions as shown in Figure 4.

13
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In DDSM database, the images were compressed using LJPEG compression due
to very large file size. So as specified, they are initially decompressed on SUN OS. Next,
the image file is transformed into an image for processing taking optical densities into
account.
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Figure 4: Numbers corresponding to directions in the chain code

2.2 Mammogram Preprocessing
Due to heterogeneous texture of the breast background, mammograms show
differences in tissue density, ranging from fatty to dense. Some form of preprocessing
can be incorporated to compensate the uneven background and making it homogeneous.
The goal of preprocessing the digitized mammogram is to segment the breast part from
the image background, to remove noise, to improve contrast and to maintain the
background uniform. Gulsrud et al [14] uses differencing technique taken from signalenhanced image and signal-suppressed image followed by median filtering to get rid of
non-uniformity and noise of normal breast tissue. Riyahi et al [15] incorporates ‘a trous’
wavelet transform to enhance the high frequency content of images corresponding to
MCs.

In [16] and [17], the background tissue is removed by top-hat morphological

filtering with kernels of various sizes to deal with different size of MCs. Papadopoulos
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and Yu [18,19] also make use of morphological operations in order to remove the useless
radiological marks as well as background correction and contrast enhancement of the
image. In [20], the background extraction is carried out using statistical properties of
gray-level i.e. mean and variance.

2.3 MC/MCC Feature Selection and Feature Extraction
Due to the diversified nature exhibited by MCs regarding shape, size, number,
distribution and the distance between them various features are considered for
segmentation of MC and MCC regions from surrounding background.
In order to detect region containing MC, Kang and Yu [19, 20] utilized two
features obtained from statistical characteristics of gray level, specifically median
contrast and contrast to noise ratio. Additionally, Yu [19] uses wavelet features for
detecting MC regions of interest (ROIs). For identification of individual MC objects, 31
features were extracted from second order histogram. They are mean, standard deviation,
edge strength and background gray-level of each object, foreground background ratio,
foreground background difference, difference ratio, i.e., ratio of mean minus background
and mean plus background values, object size, compactness, elongation, shape moments
I-IV, invariant moments I-VII and second order histogram related features which are
calculated from co-occurrence matrix extracted from 10 x 10 pixel neighborhood
containing Microcalcification. For feature selection, sequential backward selection (SBS)
procedure is used. A three layer feedforward neural network with one hidden layer of six
units is used for classification.
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Dhawan et al [21] used features like entropy, contrast, angular second moment,
inverse difference moment, correlation, mean and deviation derived from second order
histogram statistics and mean, entropy and angular second moment derived from
difference second order histogram. Moreover for MC cluster representation, ten features
have been computed. They were number of MCs, average and standard deviation (STD)
of number of pixels per microcalcification (area), average and STD of gray-level per MC,
average and STD of distance between MCs, average and STD of distance between MC
and the center of the mass. For feature selection, two approaches were utilized namely the
error probability, the multivariate-clustering analysis and genetic algorithm (GA)-based
search method. For classification of MCs, different classifiers were used and evaluated
including feedforward back propagation neural network with two hidden nodes, linear
and quadratic (K-nearest neighbor) classifiers.
To reduce number o f false positives, in [22] Ibrahim employed spatial domain
features like area, contrast and circularity of each MC candidate. To describe geometric
features of MCCs, 25 shape descriptors were examined in [23]. They were cut-down to
nine using sequential backward selection procedure. Those features are cross-section
area, compactness, eccentricity, scatteredness, density, solidity, invariant moment,
moment signature, normalized Fourier descriptor. For classification, different classifiers
were used which are stated in subsection 2.6 along with their designing schemes.
Thirty-two features were identified in [24] characterizing individual MC or group
of MCs by shape, texture and intensity of each object including number of
microcalcifications in the cluster, maximum size of calcifications in cluster, STD of the
size of calcifications in cluster, number of calcifications with size of one pixel, sum of the
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area of calcifications in each cluster, maximum value of compactness in cluster, average
compactness in cluster, radius of the circle that best fits the cluster, scattering of the MCs,
average gray level o f the MCs in cluster, STD of the mean of MC gray levels in the
cluster, maximum standard deviation of the gray levels in each calcification, average
standard deviation o f the gray levels of each calcification in cluster, area of the cluster
convex hull, length of the cluster convex hull, neighboring with a larger cluster, average
MCs intensity, average local MC background. For selection of mostly related features,
ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) analysis is used. The ROC represents the
fraction of true positives versus the fraction of false positives. A feedforward neural
network with sigmoid activation function is used for characterization.
Spatial and spectral domain features are considered in [25] to differentiate
calcifications. In spatial domain, pixel intensity variance and pixel energy variance with
in 8x8 image block are evaluated. With respect to spectral domain, spectral entropy and
image block activity are calculated.
To reduce FP rate o f MC cluster detection, a mixed feature set has been used in
[26]. The feature set incorporates average and standard deviation of gray-levels of
foreground and background, average of maximum and mean gradient of boundary pixels,
cluster region size, cluster shape rate, compactness, moments and Fourier descriptor. For
classification of clusters, a feedforward neural network is used.
Textural features were exploited in [27] to classify ROIs containing true and false
MCs based on surrounding region-dependent matrix, spatial gray-level dependent matrix
and gray-level run length matrix. Textural features with respect to surrounding regiondependent matrix comprise of horizontal weighted sum, vertical weighted sum, diagonal
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weighted sum and grid weighted sum and with regard to spatial gray-level dependent
matrix include energy, entropy, correlation, local homogeneity, inertia, sum average, sum
variance, sum entropy, difference average, difference variance, difference entropy,
information measure of correlation 1 and 2. Finally, gray level run-length matrix textural
features include short-run emphasis, long-runs emphasis, gray-level non uniformity, runlength non uniformity, and run percentage.

2.4 MC Edge Detection Techniques
Segmentation of the mammograms can be carried out by obtaining MC edges.
There are a large number of edge-finding algorithms in existence. However, they cannot
be applied directly on digitized mammograms due to problems associated with low
contrast image processing. For accurate MC detection, closed contours preserving the
MC size and the distance between them are crucial. Due to low contrast and breast tissue
properties, the efficiencies of conventional approaches are yet low. Grouping MC pixels
using these methods is inhibited by the discontinuity of obtained edge points. To
overcome drawbacks of conventional edge detecting algorithms, number of methods was
developed including specially designed filters [20], contrast enhancement prior to
extracting the edges [28, 26], and advanced transform such as wavelet transform based
methods [29].
In [20], homomorphic wavelet filtering is used to detect MCs in fluctuating noisy
mammograms. The algorithm consists of two steps including image enhancement and
noise reduction followed by Artificial Neural Network (ANN) classifier.

Initially,

wavelet coefficients are weighted based on the gain of homomorphic filtering function.
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thereby enhancing the contrast. For edge-preserving noise reduction o f a mammogram,
statistical noise characteristics of background are evaluated followed by nonlinear
wavelet shrinkage method. To detect MCs, gray-level statistical features are extracted
including local edge histogram, high-pass mask filter and the number of neighboring
regions of interest (potential MCs) and fed to ANN to detect region containing potential
MCs. The analysis was carried out on DDSM database with results showing TP rate of
84.6% for 0.7 FP per image and compared to histogram stretching and homomorphic
enhancement with a lower TP rate.
Qian et al [28] uses multistage tree structured non-linear filters (TSF) to analyze
digital mammograms with primary focus on noise suppression and edge preservation. It
consists of three stage tree-structured filter using central weighted median filters
(CWMF) of linear and curved windows and multistage operations that sequentially
compare CWMF filtered with raw image data to achieve the desired aim. Dispersion
Edge Detector (DED) is proposed to improve contrast between suspicious areas and the
normal breast parenchyma. Since noise gets suppressed at each stage, the overall TSFDED performance is proved superior compared to other filters.
As the shape of MC gets distorted using this scheme it was improved by Song et
al [26] by focusing on preserving the shape of MC which is essential for feature
extraction. The Marr-Hildreth (M-H) edge detection was considered for determining
edges. To reduce FP rate, a mixed feature set was extracted fi-om the enhanced image
using multistage tree-structured CWMF and morphological operations in the spatial
domain, and finally the region growing is applied. It is a multistage mixed feature
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algorithm based on back propagation (BP) neural network to detect microcalcification
clusters with 95% true positive rate (TP) and 0.1 false positive cases per image.
1-D multiplexed wavelet transform (MWT) is used in [29] to achieve high MC
detection accuracy. Since wavelet transform is carried out periodically, inter-period
fluctuations are filtered out holding the asymptotic periodic information. MC edge
features are detected using zero-crossings of Marr-Hildreth edge detector/local extrema
of canny edge detector and MWT coefficients depending on their parent-child
relationship across scales. Finally inverse MWT is applied and then combined and sealed
to obtain edge information. Simple gray level threshold is used to extract MCs. Results
prove that 1-D MWT Marr-Hildreth detector works efficiently with TP rate of 95% at the
rate of 0.6 FP clusters per image compared to 1-D MWT Canny edge detector with same
TP rate at the cost of slightly lower FP per image on MIAS database.

2.5 MC Detection using Wavelet Analysis
Wavelet multiresolution analysis provides valuable information for MC
description. In this subsection we briefly analyze MC detection utilizing wavelet
transforms.
In [14], MCC detection is analyzed using optimal filter based on textural features
representing clustered microcalcifications and normal tissue. The filter coefficients are
optimized based on Fisher criterion. After optimum filtering, the resulting featured
images are post-processed using large smoothing filter. The study was carried out on 43
sub-images of MIAS database with 23 containing MCCs and 20 containing normal
breast tissues achieving TP rate of about 95% at a rate of about 1.5 FP clusters/image.
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In [30], microcalcifications are detected by weighting wavelet co-efficients based
on the supervised learning scheme. The wavelet decomposition is carried out by
multiplying certain wavelet function at each level giving more weight to the levels which
not only enhance MCs but also suppress noise. A cost function has been evaluated based
on the difference between desired output and modified output obtained from weightedwavelet coefficients. This cost function is then minimized by modifying the wavelet
function using Powell’s conjugate gradient method. This scheme of the optimized
wavelet transform gained sensitivity of 90% with specificity of 80%.
Stickland et al [31] makes use of an undecimated wavelet transform to segment
potential MCs due to the simplicity of viewing features at full resolution and easiness of
combining detected pixels from each sub-band. Moreover, bi-orthogonal spline wavelets
are employed whose transform filters are closely related to pre-whitening matched filters
for detecting Gaussian objects in two kinds of first order Markov noise. To overcome the
limitation of simplistic Gaussian assumption and to provide accurate segmentation of
calcification boundaries, detected pixel sites in specific wavelet sub-bands are dilated and
weighted before computing inverse transform. Finally, straightforward thresholding is
applied to segment them. The method was tested on Nijmegen database of 40
mammograms using FROC curves yielding TP rate of 0.9 and FP as 3 clusters per image.
Multiresolution Wavelet Analysis (MWA) and Gaussian Markov random field
(GMRF) is used in [32] for accurate identification of MCs. Initially MWA and GMRF
extract contextual information concerning the fuzzy edges of all size MCs. For image
segmentation, each pixel is estimated as MC or non-MC using Fuzzy C-means clustering
followed by Bayesian framework via Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. This
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scheme achieved high sensitivity of 94% and specificity of 88%. Sensitivity is a measure
of how well the proposed system detects the target. It is mathematically expressed as
fP
------------(TP + FN)

sensitivity

Where TP is defined before and FN stands for false negatives which are defined
as wrong prediction of MCs by the method. In other words, it is described as cases
containing MCs but not detected by method. Specificity is a measure of system’s ability
to detect the absence of target. It is mathematically expresses as
specificity = ---- — ---{TN + FP)
Where FP is defined before and TN stands for True Negatives which are defined
as correct prediction of non-MCs by the method. In other words, it is described as cases
not containing MCs and detected by method. In [19], two wavelet and two gray level
features have been used for segmentation of potential MCs. A multilayer feed forward
neural network was then used to generate a likelihood map of potential MC pixels. The
input features to this network were selected using sequential backward selection (SBS)
method. This network makes suitable to deal with real problems which are non-linear,
non stationary and non-Gaussian. Nijmegen database is used for analysis achieving 94%
mean TP rate at the cost of one false positive per image.
'A trous wavelet transform’ has been applied in [15] to enhance high frequency
content of images corresponding to MCs. Segmentation of individual MCs was carried
out using wavelet histogram analysis and fuzzy based classifier. Finally subtractive
clustering merges individual MCs. The results were evaluated on 47 images containing
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16 benign and 31 malignant cases by means of FROC curves and obtained TP rate of
90% with 0.5 FP clusters per image.
In [33], wavelet decomposition is carried out. To detect MCs, asymmetry and
impulsiveness of skewness and kurtosis of overlapping square regions are measured in
wavelet sub-bands. The proposed scheme was tried on Nijmegen database achieving FP
rate 3.3 per image.

2.6 Performances of MC Classification Schemes
In [16], the analysis o f MC is carried out in two stages. In first stage, the location
and border of MCs is determined using closed-form top-hat morphological operation.
Sobel and Canny edge detectors are used to segment enhanced borders from the
background image. It is post-processed by flood-filling operation to obtain closed
borders. Finally, noise is taken care using morphological closing. In second stage General
Regression Neural Network (GRNN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) are applied
based on features selected using SFS algorithm out of 61 features representing texture,
spatial and spectral domain and the resulting classification performance is compared. The
performance was tested on Nijmegen database and evaluated using ROC characteristics.
Overall SVM outperforms GRNN on feature selection yielding 98% TP compared to only
97.8% TP by GRNN. Melloul [17] also uses top-hat morphological filtering with kernels
o f various sizes to deal with different MC size. Subsequently, entropy thresholding is
applied based on third-order spatial gray-level dependence matrix to segment these
filtered images. MIAS database was used for analysis to obtain TP rate of 93.75% and
6.2S% of false positives, and 2.0% of false negatives.
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In [34], support vector machine (SVM) is used for MC detection. It is a machine
learning approach based on the principle of structural risk minimization. Additionally,
successive enhancement learning (SEL) scheme is proposed in order to reduce number of
‘MC absent’ training samples. To reduce inhomogenity of background, a sharp high-pass
filter is applied. The database used for analysis is taken from department of radiology at
the University of Chicago. TP rate of 94% at an error rate of one false positive per image
is achieved in this study.
In [35], relevance vector machine (RVM) is proposed for accurate detection of
MCs. The decision function is derived from very small number of relevance vectors. This
is a two stage classification network in which first stage eliminates all the non-MC pixels
by using linear kernel with all samples in the training set. Only those pixels surviving the
first stage are further classified in the second stage using more sophisticated non-linear
RVM classifier thus reducing the computation time. For analysis, 141 images have been
experimented from department of radiology at University of Chicago and evaluated by
means of FROC curves achieving sensitivity of approximately 90% with FP rate of one
per image.
In [23], a similarity learning approach is discussed in which content-based image
retrieval is used along with two-stage hierarchical learning network to model the
perceptual similarity o f retrieval. The basic intention behind this work is to retrieve
images from database that are relevant to the image under test. 25 shape descriptors are
included to depict geometric features of MCCs. A sequential backward selection
procedure is applied to reduce them down to nine. Different two-stage learning machines
were tested on feature vector formed from these feature components namely linear Fisher
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discriminant for first stage and SVM for second stage, linear SVM for first stage and
SVM for second stage, linear SVM with modified objective function for first stage and
SVM for second stage, linear SVM with modified objective function for first stage and
GRNN for second stage. Among all, the two stage network (MSVM-SVM) supersedes
the remaining three networks.
In [18], ANN and SVM are used focusing on characterization of MCCs. It
comprises of three steps. In cluster detection stage, preprocessing and contrast
enhancement is done using morphological operators. In feature extraction stage, out of 54
selected features 33 were selected using ROC analysis. In classification stage, rule based
expert systems; ANN and SVM are used for final classification of clusters. The ANN
used is a feed-forward multilayer perceptron with sigmoid hidden nodes. In this study,
Nijmegen and MIAS database are used. For analysis. Best Classification Rate (BCR) is
computed which is defined as the ratio of sum of true positives and true negatives over
total number of samples for decision threshold values. In case of Nijmegen database, for
ANN, the BCR values were 0.76 for enhanced feature set and 0.78 for MIAS. While
SVM achieves 0.77 BCR for Nijmegen database and 0.8 using MIAS database.

2.7 Conclusion
This survey has attempted to provide some but not a comprehensive analysis of
possible approaches to MC/MCC detection. In separates the wavelet-based MC detection
and mammogram segmentation based on edge information. This is done because the
current work is centered around these two directions. The emphasis is made on the
variety and diversity of features and classifiers. The provided performances in terms of
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TP and FP rates show the existing limits and helps with understanding the complexity
and the scope o f the problems to be considered in the development of the system. It also
suggests that the wavelet features are essentially important for image segmentation, MC
analysis and classification. It can be also concluded that NN and SVM type classifiers are
efficient yet limited in both performance and training. Particularly, they need a large
training set. Statistical classifiers also yield good performances. Thus the search for
higher performance MC detection methods most likely is to be directed on the integration
of these two fields of knowledge. In the next chapters two approaches are presented
The results obtained from different databases indicate that efficiency in detecting
MC clusters varies from 88% to 95% [10-35].

Due to the critical nature of the

application, higher accuracies are demanded for prompting radiologists on all MC
clusters present within the image. The methods we designed target higher TP rates under
low false positives.
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CHAPTER III

WAVELET DOMAIN HIDDEN MARKOV TREE MODEL (WHMT)

Wavelet based Hidden Markov tree (WHMT) model [36] is a statistically efficient
yet simple in training method.

It is believed that wedding of the power of wavelet

analyses and the Hidden Markov statistical model can be advantageous for MC detection.
In the chapter, we first give the foundations of the wavelet multiresolution analysis, and
then provide the Hidden Markov Tree model developed in the multi scale wavelet
domain. The development of the method for MC detection is described next. We provide
also the details of the weighted maximum likelihood classification and the filtering for
MCC detection.

3.1 Wavelets and their Properties
Wavelet transform is a powerful tool for statistical signal and image processing. It
captures time and frequency content of a signal simultaneously. The computation is
carried out by changing the scale of the analysis window of different cutoff frequencies,
shifting in time, multiplying by the signal and integrating over all times. The discrete
wavelet transform (DWT) of a signal is applied by passing it over a half band digital lowpass filter with impulse response g[n] and half band digital high-pass filter with impulse
response h[n] filters in sequel. Mathematically, filtering corresponds to the convolution
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of the signal with the impulse response of the filter yielding approximation and detailed
coefficients given by
L [ n ] = / [ « ] * g [ n ] = Y j /[&]

- k]

k

H[ n] = f [ n V h [ n ] = ^ f [ k ] - h [ 2 n - k ]
k

where h and g are impulse responses of high-pass and low-pass filters. After
filtering operation, the signal is sub-sampled by two since a half of the number of
samples is redundant. This decomposition process is repeated for a finite number of
levels m, extracting coarse approximation and details at the levels. DWT uses scaling and
wavelet functions associated with low pass and high-pass filters respectively. 2-D DWT
is also applied in the same way to the image columns and then to the rows producing four
sub-bands specifically approximation- LL and details in horizontal- LH, vertical- HL and
off-diagonal- HH directions as shown in Figure 5.

LL
h ,5 [ k ]

h.M H 0

IN P IJf ÏM A m

LH

hiRl

H © — HH
Figure 5: 1-D Fast Wavelet Transform: computation via filter bank

Figure 6 illustrates the 2-D wavelet decomposition. It also shows the
dependencies of wavelet coefficients across different scales. Three level DWT is
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explained here in which the wavelet coefficient at coarsest (third) level is called 'parenf
and the coefficients below it are called its children. Each parent at its coarsest level is
associated with four children at its next finer (second) level which in turn are associated
with sixteen children at the finest (first) level.
As mentioned earlier, each wavelet coefficient captures time and frequency
content of a signal. Additionally they analyze signal at nested set of scales and the
wavelet transforms of real-world signals tend to be sparse. These properties of wavelet
transform supersede other approaches in number of signal and image processing
applications. Moreover, a large wavelet coefficient is acquired only if singularities are
present within the province of wavelet.

HH

HH

LHi

Figure 6: Parent-child relation across the scales at three-level wavelet decomposition

Although wavelet coefficients is said to be statistically de-correlated, there exists
some residual dependency between them that evolves from the secondary properties of
wavelet transform. Secondly, the characteristics of wavelet coefficients persist across the
scales. These properties suggest the application of Hidden Markov Model yielding a
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model which combines mixture densities and probabilistic graphs to match non-Gaussian
nature and capture key dependencies of wavelet coefficients across the scales.

3.2 Wavelet Domain Hidden Markov Model
Considering clustering and persistence properties of wavelet transform, a
stochastic model is constructed. In the independent coefficient model, each wavelet
coefficient is regarded as independent based on primary properties of wavelet transform.
This is extended by stressing on remaining dependencies that do exist between wavelet
coefficients. Markovian chains are constructed to link these dependencies between the
states of wavelet coefficients rather than direct coefficient values. Moreover, the marginal
probability of a wavelet coefficient is modeled as a mixture density with these states
which are hidden. Graphically the model is constructed considering each wavelet
coefficient at the coarsest level as a root and the coefficients at finer scales as offspring of
a tree.
Each wavelet coefficient is modeled as being in one of the two states; L (Large)
corresponding to high-variance, zero-mean Gaussian density and S (Small) corresponding
to low-variance, zero-mean Gaussian density. The result is a two-state mixture model for
each wavelet coefficient.
From Figure 7 the parameters of a two-state zero mean mixture model are
probability mass functions (PMF) of S i.e., Ps(l), and Ps(2) and variances of Gaussian
probability density functions (PDF) of each state. As wavelet coefficient value is known
whereas state is not known, it is called hidden.
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w

Figure 7: Two-state, zero mean Gaussian mixture model for a random variable w

J-level wavelet transform of an image / of size / x / yields a set of coefficients in
three sub-bands {if “ ,

| for each sub-tree as

lf " " ^ - ^ /|; = l , 2 , 1= 4-'-^)
Where y = log^ (/);_/ denotes the scale, and i denotes the ordinal number. Let
belong to either of the two hidden states, i.e.. Small or Large corresponding to the
magnitudes or energies of coefficients, and each state group has a Gaussian probability
distribution:
Small:
s{ps > )

f{coi\state = 5') =

y
20-.V

yJlTTCT

A model of three-level Haar wavelet transform is shown graphically where
bubbles denote the hidden state variables, and filled circles indicate the wavelet
coefficients [36].
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Figure 8 shows the connection between these hidden states (bubbles) across the
scales, wherein the coefficients are shown as black circles.

Only a part of tree

connections is made for convenience.

Figure 8: HMT model in the wavelet domain; a part of the full tree

Given coefficient coj at scale j, and its parent coefficient
state transition probabilities between coj and

are

at scale j+1, the
and e/^), where

indicates the conditional probability of the state of coj is Small under the condition
that the state of cojjj^ being Large and sj'^ l^ .= p (sj-S S P \= L \;

indicates the

conditional probability of the state of coj is Large under the condition that the state of
cojjjjs^ being Small and

sj'^.-^= p i s j - S Sjjjj^=l\;

indicates the conditional

probability of the state of coj is Small under the condition that the state of cojj^^ also
being Small and g /if ~ P \S j =S SPj. = i ) ;

indicates the conditional probability of

the state of coj is Large under the condition that the state of cojjj^^ being Large and
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g /it - pis/ ^ s SPl = Z ). The goal is to derive model parameters 0^",

0™ from the

wavelet coefficients, that is

This is pictorially illustrated below in Figure 9, where p (S / = 5") represents the
PMF of a state being small, p (S / = L) represents the PMF of a state being large, //' (S) ,
cr‘j(S ) represent mean and STD of wavelet coefficient given state 'S ’, p ‘j(L ), cr' (T)
mean and STD of wavelet coefficient given state 'L \
In order to train the model, the above parameters have to be estimated. Although
Maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm can be used to seek these parameters but the nature
of states is unknown. Therefore, Expectation Maximization (EM) is used which estimates
not only the model parameters but also probabilities of hidden states based on wavelet
coefficient values which are known. Once the model parameters are obtained MC
detection is carried out depending on the likelihood estimation of region belonging to MC
or not.
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Figure 9; WHMT modeling: a) wavelet coefficients of a detail sub-band at levels 1
(bottom) through J (top); b) HMT model.

3.3 Learning the Parameters
E Step
1. Initialize
Although initialization is crucial to the computation cost of training the model and
whether the model can reach the global optimal state, at the very beginning we just set
parameters in the

©

hmt

at random.
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Set

g/.X'),

of the two states, a n d ==.s),jy(5'/= Z,), and all

a./.y+i LS./../+I
^
^ ,./,(/) of each branches in the HMT tree.

2. Up Step
(1)

Set j= l. At the finest scale j= l (leaves of the HMT tree), compute /)/ where /?

defines conditional likelihood of every node and every branch.

2o-(
p r '{ s ) = -

2al
p r '{ P

of the two states of all coefficients co/ where

Compute

is the parent

of ry/, an d j= l, i=l
S 5 ./= 1 ,/+ 1 = 2

P r ip + S K M

d . ) ( S ) = ^.<.W

Æ " (i)

iU = \J + \= 2

/ , s y = l j '+ l = 2

p r '( s ) + e .A ,)
Then compute

p r '(i-)

, which are just the /?/

of all coefficients in scale j-2

KlrPs)
2(7,

Pm (s )=c(p(0)
{‘^porPif
2a
X ô ) (i) =

■pMol

Compute
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(2) Set j=j+l. In this scale all P/ of every a / have derived from last step.
Compute

of all wavelet coefficients coj in this scale.

and
S S / ’^ + l

5 Z ,2 "./+ >

Pi.p{i)(^) ~ ^'M') Pi (*^)+ ^ '.p(') Pi (*5)
,- pP
P k iA

r iA U i c s )
c(p('))
2o-f
W L dL )
■Pm g \

(3)

iec{p{i))

When j=J, in this coarsest scale /?/ have derived from last step and no other

parameters.
In the Up Step, all /?/ of every co/ are derived and all

and

branch in the HMT tree are acquired too.
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of each

3. Down Step
(1) Set j=J. At the coarsest scale j=J (root of the HMT tree), set a j at random
where a is defined as joint probability function.

Then a(=^{l ) = \ - p[s(=’ = 4
(2) Set j= j-l, compute cr/ :
SS2../+'

LSJ’J+'i

a/(i) =

UVJ+I

i(s)x;'),,(s)+£,,.(,)a5/,(i)/j^;'>,(i)

From the Down Step a / of all coj in the tree are derived.
M Step
In the M Step, we will update all parameters in the HMT model

©

hmt

and replace

those old which we set at random in the initialization of the first E Step and use these new
parameters in the next E Step until they converge.
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3.4 Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE)
The choice of wavelet plays a crucial role in detection of smooth objects like
MCs. Short wavelet filters can capture noise and larger ones undertake more of the
surrounding non-uniform tissue. Least oscillation of db3 and coif-3 makes them suitable
for Gaussian natured MCs. Figure 10 illustrates the scaling and wavelet function of db3
[37] and coif-3 [38].
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a) Db3 scaling and wavelet function
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b) coif3 scaling function
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c) coiB wavelet function

Figure 10: Scaling and Wavelet functions for Db3 (a) and coif3 wavelets (b and c)

Additionally, the number of levels in a tree, size of the model patch plays a major
role in obtaining a suitable model. By suitability we mean a model which leads to the
accurate estimate of the likelihood of MC and non-MC i.e., background.
We develop a scheme whose layout is shown in Figure 11. Particularly, 2-level
transform is considered for a processing block of 4x4 pixels MC and the background
model sample in sequel to derive their respective model parameters. The rationale behind
choosing this size of the model samples is that this is a smallest size an MC
approximately occupies, as well as the shortest distance between MCs in the cluster.
Larger processing block results in enlargement of MC shape and possibly their fusion due
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to persistence property of wavelet transform across scales which might affect evaluating
number of MCs due to their fusion. This is illustrated in Figure 12 and 13.

Wavelet CoeEcient:

Selected CoeEcieob

ZZ7

Scale I / / ^

db3 Wavelet Trantfcem

Model Patch

2-level BMT model

Figure 11 : Tree selection for HMT model using Db3 wavelet

Once the training parameters ‘0 ’ are obtained using WHMT model, the likelihood
value

between wavelet coefficients

of an image and the model is

calculated as-fH®)=-/^(^™|®™M^^"|®^M^™|®™). Given below are likelihood calculations
for

tree. The likelihood values for other two sub-bands are obtained in the same

fashion. For finest level i.e.7=7, and for each wavelet coefficient
below:

2^1
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compute/ as

Since wavelet coefficients at finest levels do not have offspring there are no state
transition probabilities. Then, set j=j+l for finer levels, for each coefficient w' in this
scale, and compute f (.) as

■^2710^ k<=c(p(kyi)
zal
^27ral

£k

SLi-^’i

n Sk
t«(p(t)=o

After obtaining the values
the

and

= 4 for every node

m

tree, the global likelihood value of the whole tree is derived by summing up the

likelihood values (logarithms for scaling) of all the nodes in the ^

tree:

=g)+/(r/l0.:y/ =i)]
After obtaining the likelihood values for all the sub-bands, the global likelihood is
calculated as
/(tf|©)= /(tF“ |©“ )+ /(Pf “ 1©“ )+ /(r™|©"")
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CHAPTER IV

MC/MCC DETECTION USING MAXIMUM WEIGHTED LIKELIHOOD
CLASSIFICATION AND SPATIAL FILTERING
In this chapter we discuss the modeling, i.e. obtaining the parameters, then we
perform the image segmentation, and then apply spatial filters for MC and MCC
detection The results of DDSM processing and the performance analysis are provided.

4.1 Modeling
The selection and size of the model and decomposition level affects significantly
the quality of image segmentation. The model parameters are to be derived from a
number of samples. The mean and std can be averaged and the coefficients of different
sub-bands of different model samples are to be “tied”. The two different types of tying in
the HMT model are illustrated in Figure 12. By tying the coefficients across trees, the
model is trained as if we had multiple signal observations. The other type of tying allows
tying of all coefficients within the same scale.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 12: Tying in HMT model, (a) Tying across the wavelet trees (b) Tying within a
wavelet tree

However, a single model can be obtained. We also note that a good MC model is
one which covers the patch at its maximum. Finding a model patch specifically for the
background is a challenging task because of variations of the breast tissue. A smooth, yet
non-uniform model patch can work as an alternative because further processing with
maximum likelihood weighting allows for smoothing out divergences of the statistical
mean and the model patch selected. Although Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
which takes into account the statistics of different MC and background characteristics for
building model samples of MC and background respectively. Figure 13 illustrate samples
obtained from 2 principal components obtained from 12 samples per each case that is MC
and the background.
To obtain parameters, two-level wavelet transform is applied on 4 x 4 pixel MC
and background model patch in sequel to derive their respective model parameters. The
size is obtained such that at two levels of transform a single MC edge is detected. The
specified size complies also with the shorter distance between MCs in the cluster
particularly in DDSM database.
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a)
b)
Figure 13: a) MC and b) Background model samples for DDSM processing

4.2 Segmentation based on the Maximum Weighted Likelihood
To segment the image, 4x4 processing window is selected.. The window slides
throughout the image pixel-wise. The wavelet transform is performed on each block
under the window and two likelihood values Li and L2 for MC and background
respectively are calculated based on the values of wavelet coefficients and parameters of
respective model samples.
Based on the inequality, Ly > L 2 , the MLE estimates whether the block exhibits
MC or background properties. Accordingly, each block is marked as ‘1’ for MC and ‘0’
for background. However in some cases, particularly for low contrast images, false
estimates are met. See, for example MLE based segmentation in Figure 14. Thus, some
kind of refinement to MLE classifier is demanded.
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*

Figure 14: MLE based segmentation for a low contrast A_3434_LEFT_CC_x600_yl500
mammogram (the real cluster is in the middle of the image)

In the above figure, A stands for the type of digitizer used which is defined in
table 2. The number ‘3434’ refers to the case number in original DDSM database and
LEFT CC stand for cranio-caudal view of left breast. Finally x and y values are the initial
X and y coordinates of digital mammogram from where the patch has been considered.
The same notation has been followed throughout the text.
We propose re-evaluation of MLE by introducing a weighting factor. Then, the
segmentation is performed based on the following formula:
Label = Logic[L^ < (i, x y)],

where y is a weighting parameter. Due to variety of cases and diversified nature of the
background, a great deal of effort has been put into practice to determine the weighting
oc*B
equation. The weighting factor y is equalized as y= — ——, where a - the intensity range
h* I „
within the block under processing expressed as a = Intensity

- Intensity

, P

represents the second median value, Imax= 65535 corresponds to the maximum intensity
of 16- bit images.

is a normalization constant for a. It is recommended that the setting
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of h is carried out empirically based on the gain of TP rate. This parameter adjusts
weighted likelihood equation to the image statistics.

4.3 Classification with Spatial Filters
After obtaining the segmented image, further classification of objects is carried
out based on spatial filters. In area filtering, a threshold of 25 pixels (0.5mm, average MC
size) is considered. If the number of object pixels after likelihood estimation turned out as
less than this threshold, the object is eliminated. Consequently, impulse noise and
artifacts are eliminated.
For contrast filtering, a difference between average intensities of inner and outer
regions surrounding the boundary of an object is calculated. The inner region corresponds
to the object and outer region corresponds to the background. This is illustrated below in
Figure 15 where the pixels marked white represent outer region and those which are
marked light-gray represent inner region. The actual width of regions is 4 but for
convenience it is taken 2 in this figure. The equation corresponding to the evaluation of
contrast is
Ana.

A n a :,

^ Intensity ( i)
Contrast

X
O ')
y ------------
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object

Figure 15: Regions used for contrast calculation: internal (light-gray area) and external
(white marked) adjacent regions.

From the experimental studies, the threshold c for contrast measurement ranges
from 500-800.
For detecting clusters, features related to the distance between MCs populating
the clusters and the number of MCs per cluster is chosen based on Kallergi’s criteria [39].
According to Kallergi, a group of objects classified as MCs is considered to be a true
positive (TP) cluster only if: (1) the objects are connected with a nearest-neighbor
distances less than 0.2 cm; and (2) at least three true MCs are detected within an area of
Icm^. A group of objects classified as an MCC is labeled as an FP cluster provided that
the objects satisfy the cluster requirement but contain no true MCs. Therefore, in distance
filtering 40x40 (0.2cm x 0.2cm) pixel window is selected. If there is no neighboring
object within the perimeter of 40 pixels centering the analyzing object, it will be
removed. To find the number of MCs per cluster, a window size of 160 x 160 pixels {1cm
X 1cm) is considered to check if there are more than two neighbors within the window. If
so, the objects are kept intact. Otherwise they are discarded. Given below is a table 3
which summarizes the threshold values for all features.
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Table 3: Threshold values for all spatial features
Area (A) filter of a single MC

v4 = 25

Contrast filter threshold, c

500-800

Width of inner and outer
regions for contrast calculation

4

Distance filter (4 connectivity)
between two objects

40x40 pixels (0.2cmx0.2cm)

Cluster Filter

At least 3 segments in 160x160 window

4.4 Performance Analysis
DDSM database is used for the analysis. The experiment was performed on 384 x
384 segments cropped from 54 mammograms including 30 benign and 24 cancerous
cases. These segments were selected fairly randomly incorporating “hard” cases
specifically of low contrast highly active background, MCs of various sizes.
Initially, the analysis was evaluated using db3 wavelet. The performance of the
system versus values of h at contrast threshold c of 700 is shown in Figure 16 and
reported in Table 4. Some processing results are displayed in Figures 17-20. The
examples cover a variety of backgrounds, intensities and cluster sizes.
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100
90

10
500

600

700

800

900

value of h

Figure 16: Results of processing DDSM mammograms: TP, FP vs. h,
at c=700.

Table 4: TP and FP rates for different values o f h
h value
500
600
700
800
900

TP rate in %
31.48

FP rate in %
1.85

72.22
96.29
98.15
96.29

5J5
3.7
1.85
1.85
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m

m

.f I '.

(a)

Figure 17: Results of processing A 1797 1.LEFT CC _y:2600_x:1900; a) Original
patch, b) Segmentation based on the weighted likelihood values; c) After contrast
filtering; d) After cluster filtering.
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mmmm
(b)

(a)

(d)

(c)

Figure 18; Results of processing B 3367 1.LEFT CC_y 507 x 3682; a) Original patch,
b) Segmentation based on the weighted likelihood values; c) After contrast filtering; d)
After cluster filtering.
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(b)

* 4
«7^

'K

-

■

(c)

Figure 19: Results of processing C_0193_RMLO_xl245_y2343; a) Original patch, b)
Segmentation based on the weighted likelihood values; c) After contrast filtering; d)
After cluster filtering.
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Figure 20: Results of processing D_4197_l.RIGHT_MLO_y:3367_x:4369;
(a) Original patch, b) Segmentation based on the weighted likelihood values; c) After
contrast filtering; d) After cluster filtering.

The effect of the size of the block under processing plays an important role. As it
was mentioned earlier, larger than 4x4 block will likely cause fusion of MCs sited closely
in the clusters. The method causes alteration of the MC size. This effect can be observed
in Figures 21 and 22. Thus larger processing block will inevitably lead to merging of the
image objects and affect MCC detection.
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We have assumed initially that eigen-MC and eigen-background samples can be
best candidates for DDSM models, but a number of experiments conducted indicate that
samples taken from the mammograms also work, and the best results are obtained for the
same value of h as for eigen-samples, that is for A=800. This is true, for example, for two
samples shown in Figure.23a and b.

m m

(^1

CO

Figure 21 : Results of A_1115 LEFT CC_xl881_y2601 after two and three Level
Decomposition (a) original image (b) WHMT result after 2-level wavelet decomposition
(c) WHMT result after 3-level wavelet decomposition

(b)
(c)
Figure 22: Results of C O193 RIGHT MLO xl 245_y2343 after two and three Level
Decomposition (a) original image (b) WHMT result after 2-level wavelet decomposition
(c) WHMT result after 3-level wavelet decomposition
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#0 #

« g

(a)
(b)
Figure 23: MC and background samples a) model MC; b) model background patch

We have also studied coiflet filter bank. We have found that coiG performs better
than db3 up to MLE based segmentation. But due to area filtering in further processing
no significant difference has been observed in the final results. The results of MLL on
db3 and coiff3 wavelets for normal and low contrast images are shown in Figures 24 and
25.
Kk

(a)

(b )

(c)

Figure 24: MLL results on A_1115_RIGHT_CC_xl881_y2607. (a) Original image (b)
weighted MLL results using db3 wavelet (c) weighted MLL result using coiG wavelet
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(a)

(b

(c)

F i^ re 25: MLE results on B 3434 RIGHT CC x600 y 1500. (a) Original image (b)
weighted MLE results using db3 wavelet (c) weighted MLE result using coiD wavelet

4.6. Conclusion
The results allows for concluding that the method performs quite well.

The

analysis of results indicates that the failures occur mostly due to (a) only two MCs can be
observed at the Kallergi’s distance; (b) MCs in the cluster do not obey the distance
criterion, that is too far; (e) MCs in the cluster are too close and even touch each other;
(d) Extremely low contrast of mammograms such that human cannot see anything.
The statistical classifier for image segmentation has been greatly improved by
weighting. Further improvements include weighting based on normalized values of
likelihood differences. In obtaining the weighting equation, one has to test it for the
sensitivity to settings for h.
Further improvements might include adaptive contrast filtering, rather than hard
thresholding. Additionally, one can consider a number of models. The method can switch
between them depending on the contrast values calculated in one or another way, or
background characteristics. Finally, a different classification scheme can be considered.
We have used spatial filters. Neural Network or Support Vector Machine type classifier
can be trained on the segmentation results and used instead of filters.
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The proper setting of h can be recommended to carry out on 5-10 training cases. If
for these cases the results can be observed at high rates for true positive cases, finer
tuning for alpha can be performed with a smaller step. In our experiments we use 6 cases
with 3 runs, each of 5 values within the selected range. If the system is furnished with a
graphical interface, radiologists can observe the details. That would greatly promote the
visual analysis.
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CHAPTER V

MC DETECTION USING SUSAN EDGE DETECTION AND A NEURAL NETWORK
In this chapter we consider a different approach to MC edge detection and edge
based image segmentation. It employs a powerful edge detector in the spatial domain,
i.e., SUSAN followed by back propagation neural network classifier. The images used for
analysis cover much of the same set of images as for WHMT/WML. In this chapter,
firstly we give a brief idea on SUSAN edge detector along with its properties. Next, we
propose our algorithm on application of SUSAN for MC edge detection. Classification is
accomplished using feed forward neural networks which utilize simple spatial features
for classification of MCs.

5.1 Basics of SUSAN
The acronym SUSAN stands for ‘Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating
Nucleus’. Its primary objective is to detect edges, comers, features and structure
preserving noise reduction. The concept of each image point having associated with it a
local area of similar brightness is the basis of SUSAN principle [40]. It uses circular
masks to execute isotropic responses with centre pixel known as ‘nucleus’. Figure.26
illustrates this idea. The pixels marked in light-gray form a circular mask with nucleus in
dark-gray color. However the mask is not perfectly circular due to digitization constrains.
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Figure 26: SUSAN’s circular mask with nucleus at center

The mask is placed at each point in the image and comparison is done between the
brightness of each pixel within the mask and nucleus. An area of similar brightness to
that of nucleus is determined and it is called ‘Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus’
(USAN). The area defined by US AN is the decision factor for assessment of edges and
two-dimensional features. SUSAN comprises of no image derivatives. Moreover, its non
linear response tends to remove noise.
The algorithm starts by taking an image and using a mask as described above. A locally
acting set of rules are applied to extract an initial edge response. A simple equation has
been proposed for comparison which is defined as

C (v „)= g ‘

'

Where ^ represents the position of nucleus in a two dimensional image, ^ is the

position o f any other p oint w ithin the m ask; / ( ^ ) is the pixel brightness, I ( j , ) \s the

nucleus brightness, / is the threshold of brightness differences, and C is the output of
comparison. Instead of directly using the intensity difference between nucleus and
surrounding pixels in the mask, above equation is recommended due to its smoother
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response and its tendency to allow pixel’s brightness to vary slightly without having a too
large effect on C, even if it nears the threshold position. After comparison, a running
total n, of all the USAN outputs is counted.

Finally, n is compared with a fixed threshold g which is set to SnmaJ4 where rimax
is maximum value which n can take. This value is calculated from the analysis of an
expected value of the response in the presence of noise only. The initial edge response is
thus created using the below expression
=

.............

[

0 ........... otherwise,

— ^

where ~

o ) gives the initial edge response.

5.2 Segmentation with SUSAN and Post-processing with Spatial Filters
The image is processed in a sliding window fashion using SUSAN window mask
of size 5 x 5 . The size of window is chosen experimentally keeping average MC size
(0.5mm) under the given resolution in mind. The window is glided through out the image
and USAN is obtained by making use of a locally set of rules as explained in the theory
above. After counting number of pixels ‘n’ labeled under USAN’s influence, a
comparison is done between

and so called geometric threshold. Finally, the output of

comparison is inverted to achieve pre-edge response. The selection of threshold not only
allows us to pick up the minimum contrast for determining MC edges but also serves as a
criterion for ignoring maximum amount of noise.
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The objects obtained by means of SUSAN edge detector are further classified
using spatial filters and Neural Network classifier. The results provided by SUSAN
include many noisy spots of size less than seven pixels (average MC size in DDSM). To
eliminate these spots, an area-threshold filter of nine is applied.
Among other objects in the segmented image one encounters high-contrast linear
pattern tissues such as blood vessels and mammary ducts running throughout the length
or width of the images. As SUSAN is meant only for detecting edges, ring like and linear
tissue structures cannot be purged. Eccentricity is a property which calculates the ratio of
the distance between the foci of an object and its major axis length. Its value is zero for
perfectly circular objects and one for linear structures. Taking this property into
consideration, the structures other than approximately circular objects are completely
removed. It was found experimentally that the objects possessing eccentricity less than
0.25 correspond to rings and those possessing eccentricity more than 0.9 correspond to
linear tissues. As a consequence, objects with eccentricity lying between 0.25 and 0.9 are
only taken into account while removing other objects which are outside this range. This is
exemplified in the Figures 27 through 28.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 27: Effect of eccentricity filter on ring like artifact on
B 3364 LEFT CC_x427 yl 627 mammogram (a) Processing image (b) SUSAN result
(c) eccentricity filter result

(a)
Figure 28: Effect of eccentricity filter on linear pattern vessels on
A_1493_LEFT_CC_xl516_yl958 mammogram (a) Processing image (b) SUSAN
result (c) eccentricity filter result

5.3 Neural Networks (NN)
Artificial Neural Networks or simply neural networks (NN) are invaluable tools in
various medical diagnostic systems. Lisboa [41] reviewed the improvements in
healthcare arising from the participation of NN in medical field. The key attributes like
distributed representation, local operations and non-linear processing make NN suitable
for taking few difficult decisions from massive amount of data. Thus when expert
knowledge is unavailable in full-fledged sense, as for example in the case of MC/MCC
definition, NN provides an alternative and better solution. Moreover, NN constructively
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makes use of trained data set to make complex decisions. From the survey section, it is
blatant that NN plays a significant role in detection of true positive MCs.
NN is a parallel distributed information processing structure which accepts an
input feature vector corresponding to a point in feature space and produces an output
class code to the region in feature space in which the point lies. It comprises of
processing elements (called neurons or nodes) interconnected by directional signal
channels called connections. Each neuron accepts inputs from number of other neurons or
external inputs depending upon the architecture. These architectures include feedforward,
partially recurrent, fully recurrent and many others. The selection of topology depends
upon the application and ease of use. Feedforward neural networks (FFNN) are simple
because the output from the network at any instant depends only on the current input
signals and the connection weights whereas in others, feedback is included [41]. The
architecture of feed-forward net is defined by a directed, acyclic graph and a choice of
node functions [42]. The inputs propagate through the network in a forward direction, on
a layer-by-layer basis [43].
The processing of a neuron in any network is illustrated in Figure 29 and the
equation describing the response of a neuron to inputs is often called the neuron’s
propagation equation and it is given by
N

y=F(^yyiIF^).
k=]
In a multilayer network, a weighted sum of these inputs is fed to other succeeding
neurons through a non-linear (semi-linear) activation function. An activation function
performs a mathematical operation on signal output depending upon the type of problem
to be solved by the network.
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V

Figure 29: Non-linear Neuron

Although there are number of activation functions, four of the most common
activation functions [44] are described below.
Step activation function: It has a binary range for saturation limits of output. It is
mathematically described as

if

r

1

^

0 else

where x is input (see, Figure 30a).

Piecewise Linear function:

It has either a binary or bipolar range for saturation limits

of output. The mathematical model is describes as follows

-I

if
if

I

if

u<-\
—I > w X I ,
u>\
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where u is an input (see, Figure 30b).
Sigmoid: It is a nonlinear function is the most common type of activation function used to
construct neural networks. It is mathematically differentiable and strictly increasing
function. Its mathematical form is given by

1
1+ 6
where a is a shape parameter of sigmoid function(see, Figure 30 (c)).
Tangent hyperbolic function: The mathematical form is given by

where a is shape parameter and it is shown in Figure 30 (d)

f
(
x
)

f(x)

(b)

f(x).

(c)
Figure.30 Activation functions (a) Step function (b) piecewise linear function (e) sigmoid
function (d) tangent hyperbolic function
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The selection of appropriate activation function [45] is usually based on both the
types of input and output and the training algorithm to be used. Certain networks like
baek-propagation require the derivative of activation function be continuous which
eliminates step, signum and clamped linear functions. Many binary and bipolar input and
output pairs use networks with step and sigmoid functions. Continuous valued outputs
use linear or sigmoid activation functions. As mentioned earlier, the output of an
activation function is distributed among other neurons via weighted connections. These
weights are adjusted during the training step to obtain an output response close to desired
response. This training technique of adjusting weights by moving backwards through the
network is called baek-propagation.
Back propagation training typically starts by feeding a training sample and apply
backpropagation algorithm to adjust weights by loading as many training samples as
possible tending the network to generalize for test data never used in creating the network
[43]. Basically it is composed of two passes: a forward pass and a backward pass. In the
forward pass, inputs are applied to the input nodes of the network, and their effect is
propagated through the network layer-wise to produce an output as the actual response of
the network. During the forward pass, the weights of the network are all fixed. During the
backward pass, the weights are all adjusted according to an error-correction rule to make
the actual response of the network move closer to the desired response. It can be
implemented as follows [47, 48]:
First, an input feature vector is propagated through the network to produce an
output y t Later the error g* on a single output neuron k is calculated as
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Where c4 is the desired output of the neuron. This error value is used to calculate
a ôk value, which is in turn used for adjusting the weights. The ôk value is calculated by:
(A )
Where y

is the derivative of the activation function used for that specific node.

After calculating ôk value of the output layer, the ôj values of preceding layers are
calculated (j being preceding layers). The ôj values of the previous layer are calculated
from the 6* values of its following layer using the following equation:
K
^=0
Where K is the total number of neurons present in the next layer and wjk being the
actual weight o f l a y e r during forward pass. Using these ô values the weights that is Aw
values can be adjusted as

The Awjk value is used to adjust the weight wjk by Wjk
calculating the weights of all the nodes in

layer,

Awjk- After

the backpropagation algorithm

navigates backward on to the next input layers and adjusts the weights according to the
output. This process goes on until certain stop criteria is reached which is Mean square
error for backpropagation algorithms.
A design that generalizes well will produce correct input-output mapping even
when the input is slightly different from samples used during training. However care
must be taken such that the network does not lead to overfitting. Several training
algorithms have been proposed to adjust the weights of neurons so as to minimize the
gradient of performance function in order to achieve goal. The selection of best training
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algorithm is based on its celerity of convergence. The performance function is mean
square error (MSB) for feedforward neural networks. MSB is defined as the average
square error between desired output and network output. Apart from adjusting weights,
an additional bias term is added to every neuron which determines its spontaneous
activity in the absence of any incoming signal. Moreover it sets threshold for sudden
value of high firing rate. The bias neuron lying in one layer is connected to all the
neurons in the next layer and it always emits one [46]. Due to this, the weights connected
to bias neuron, are directly added to the combined sum of weighted inputs.
Once training is done, testing is carried out by applying various input patterns to
check its generalization capabilities.

5.4 Classification using Spatial Filters and Neural Network
5.4.1 Feature selection
Selection of features plays a key role in classifying MCs. For classification of
objects in the segmented images we look for features such as perimeter, foregroundbackground ratio, and foreground-background difference are considered in this context.
The perimeter of an object is calculated by summing the total number of pixels lying on
the boundary of an object. For calculating foreground-background ratio and foregroundbackground difference, a ratio and difference between average intensities of inner region
corresponding to an object and outer region corresponding to background surrounding the
boundary of an object is calculated. The width of two pixels for the boundary adjacent
regions is considered for computing average foreground and the background. This has
been elucidated in Chapter 4. Once the features are computed for every object, they are
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normalized between zero and one in order to make them compatible with other features
before feeding to the neural networks.
5.4.2 Neural Network design
For designing a neural network, several factors have to be taken care to do proper
classification for example number of nodes in each layer, number of hidden layers and
the type of training function. The choice of number of hidden layers and nodes in the
hidden layers depends on network application. However the number of hidden layers is
chosen based on training of the network using various configurations of layers. The
configuration with a fewest number of layers and nodes yielding minimum RMS error
quickly and efficiently is preferred [44]. The number of neurons in the input and output
layers depends on the application. The number of neurons in the hidden layers can be
determined by experimentation [45]. Too few neurons prevent it from correct mapping
inputs to outputs and too many neurons impede generalization and increase training time
but they allow the network to memorize patterns without extracting pertinent features for
generalization.
The classifier used in this research is a three-input three-layer feed forward
neural network. Figure. 31 shows the architecture of the NN used in our design. The
neurons are saturated linear functions for input layer and logarithmic sigmoid functions
for hidden and output layers. This configuration of transfer functions is selected
experimentally. It was found that three neurons in the hidden layer provide best results.
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Normalized input hidden output
Features layer layer
layer
Figure 31 : Proposed Neural Network

During the training stage, the spatial features computed for every object are fed to
the network in the form of an input matrix. The desired output corresponding to the
respective feature set is also entered as a target vector.
Once the weights and biases of neurons associated with network are initialized,
the network is trained to produce output “1” indicating presence of MCs and “0”
indicating non-MC cases. During training, the weights and biases are altered iteratively to
minimize the network performance function that is MSB.
The assignment of ones and zeros for targeted outputs are done by visually
determining individual MCs. Since the DDSM database does not provide any hint
regarding position, shape or any numerical figure of individual MCs, this is the only
alternative way for obtaining MC location in spite of its ambiguity.
In view of the fact that machine learning methods specifically Neural Networks
utilize large training set and are highly parameterized, a very small neural network
comprising of only three significant features is considered. Due to very small feature set,
there is no need of using any additional method for selection of features. The training set
comprises normalized features taken from 122 cases including 67 MCs and 55 non-MCs.
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We have studied different training algorithms to evaluate the classification ability.
This includes gradient descent, gradient descent with momentum, conjugate gradient and
Broudon-Fleteher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) quasi Newton methodologies [43]. All these
algorithms calculate derivatives of performance with respect to weights and biases. The
main difference among them lies in mechanism of adjusting the weights and biases.
Conjugate gradient and quasi Newton methods provide faster converging rate compared
to others due to their power to accelerate the convergence of baek-propagation learning
through learning rate adaptation. The training phase is concluded when MSB is less than
0.01. The number of iterations came out as 1500 for achieving this goal. BFGS quasiNewton backpropagation algorithm turned out to be the best among different training
algorithms achieving the goal in less number of iterations. This is due to the fact that
when the line search is accurate and in close proximity to the desired target, it tends to
approximate so called Newton’s method, there by attaining faster convergence and when
the network is small as in our case quasi-Newton methods are preferable to conjugategradient methods [43] in computational terms.
5.4.3 NN based Classification
Once training is completed, the testing of applied neural network is carried out by
feeding normalized features related to MCs as inputs to the network. For accurate
classification of MCs, it is essential to select a proper threshold value n to extract
absolute MCs. In our ease, «=0.9 achieves best results with highest TP rate and lowest
FP rate.
Once the individual MCs are resolved, clustering of MCCs is performed based on
Kallergi’s criteria of finding at least three MCs within Icm^ area [39]. For clustering
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distance based filtering and MCs count per cluster is applied identical to that of the first
method.
For the analysis, the experimental set comprises 54 mammogram patches of 384 x
384 size including 30 benign and 24 cancerous mammograms selected fairly randomly
including unusual cases from DDSM database.
As the images in database are of varying contrast, the setting of minimum contrast
parameter t in SUSAN’s comparison equation plays a major role to determine MC edges.
This is done by taking different contrast images and measuring the contrast values of
different MC patches ranging from low to high. Based on this assessment, the range is
selected. The experiments prove that the values of t ranging from 1000-1400 in the
interval of 100 exhibit good results. The performance in terms of TP (%) and the FP rate
per image for different values of t is evaluated and is shown in Fig 32 and reported in
Table 5. The results indicate that by using t value as 1100, the best results with 94.44%
True Positive (TP) rate at the cost of 1.85% false positives are obtained. Some results
obtained by using this scheme are shown in Figures 33 through 36.
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Figure 32: Results of processing DDSM mammograms: TP and FP vs. t
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1300
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Table 5: TP and FP vs t
TP rate in %
94.44
94.44
9
2
.
7
3
8
7
.
2
7

87.27

FP rate in %
3.7
1.85
1.85
1.85
1.85
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Figure 33: Processing results on A_1115_RCC_xl881_y2607 using SUSAN/NN (a)
Processing image (b) Segmentation based on SUSAN (c) NN classification result (d)
After cluster filtering
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Figure 34: Processing results on B 3434 LCC_x600_yl 500 using SUSAN/NN (a)
Processing image (b) Segmentation based on SUSAN (c) NN classification result (d)
After cluster filtering
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Figure 35: Processing results on C_0193_RMLO_xl245_y2343 using SUSAN/NN (a)
Processing image (b) Segmentation based on SUSAN (e) NN classification result (d)
After cluster filtering
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Figure 36 Processing results o n _ C_0236_RCC_x2154_y2947 using SUSAN/NN (a)
Processing image (b) Segmentation based on SUSAN r (c) NN classification result (d)
After cluster filtering

5.5 Conclusion
From the analysis of the obtained results, it can be concluded that SUSAN/NN
works well on prompting of true positive MCCs. However, the failures are met due to the
following reasons: (a) only two MCs can be observed at the Kallergi’s distance; (b) MCs
in the cluster do not obey the distance criterion, that is too far; (c) MCs in the cluster are
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too close and even touch each other; (d) the contrast is extremely low, such that human
cannot see anything.
It can be yet improved by including more features. These features are to be
concerned with MCs with respect to background instead of MCs solely or background
solely. Moreover higher positive rates can be met by using larger networks and including
more variety of samples during the training phase.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION
6.1. Discussion
This work was concerned with one of the major causes of mortality among
women in the whole world and specifically among US women, i.e., breast cancer. It is on
the second place after the lung cancer. Mammography is considered as an efficient
method for early diagnosis of breast cancer because of its invasive nature; and also
because it allows for detecting early signs and find a proper treatment. This way, the
survival rate can be increased.

Therefore the mammography test is recommended

through the programs around the world. In the US, women over 40 years of age are
recommended to take the test regularly. As a result, a great number of mammographie
images are produced and to be processed on a daily basis. The lack of human resources
and the natural fatigue after hours of examination leads naturally to inevitable mistakes or
unnecessary biopsy tests. Computer aided diagnostic prompting systems are expected to
assist radiologists.
In this work, we specifically are concerned with the development of highly
accurate detection methods of microealcifications and microcaleification clusters, as the
latter can be an indication of the beginning of the disease. The task is challenging due to
the following factors: (a) low contrast of mammograms due to low radiation doses
(invasive concerns); (b) complexity of breast parenchyma resulting in difficulty in
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differentiation between a vague calcification and the tissue; (c) small size of
microealcifications; (d) absence of a strict formal description of MC in terms of features
related to automated MC classification; (e) variety of clustering patterns. This explains
why the methods developed so far are still are limited by 97% of accuracy. Some of them
exhibit high detection rates of true positive cases, but produces also false positives.
Although this is not a dangerous mistake, it leads to the biopsy request, which is an
unpleasant and a stressful procedure. The work for attaining higher accuracies is ongoing,
and we wanted to contribute to the area by developing new efficient methods.
It has become clear for us that all the above listed (a) through (e) factors make
infeasible a completely automated diagnosis. Instead, we have suggested an approach of
diagnostic prompting. The system detects MC clusters and outlines the regions of MCC
to draw attention of radiologist to the suspicious regions. The final decision on per case is
made by radiologists. This way the major goal can be achieved, i.e. higher accuracies can
be efficiently achieved faster and with less human involvement into the routine
processing.

We have also concluded that the major information needed for

differentiating MC and non-MC objects can be gained through the analysis of the edge,
contrast of the region of interest and the size of MC. Based on these factors, we have
developed two methods and analyzed their performances for the possible inclusion to the
prompting system

6.2. Summary of the results
Two methods are developed and studied in this work. They concurrently use edge
information in time/frequency and the spatial domains respectively. The first method is
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WHMT/WML. In the WHMT/WML, each wavelet coefficient is modeled as being in
one of the two states; L (Large) corresponding to high-variance, zero-mean Gaussian
density and S (Small) corresponding to low-variance, zero-mean Gaussian density.
Training with MC and the background samples allows for obtaining parameters of the
model and then evaluate the likelihood of every region under observation as one of MC
type MC or of the background type. We studied various wavelet filters and applied dbS
mother wavelet; designed a specific tree structure, and developed the weighted maximum
likelihood labeling method. This is followed by area and contrast filtering, and then by
distance filtering for obtaining true MC clusters.
The second method is based on the edge detection in the spatial domain obtained
by the powerful SUSAN method. The power of the method stems from its ability to find
closed contours. The segmented image is evaluated by the area and the eceentrieity
filters, and then by three-layer feed-forward neural network classifier. The latter is
designed with a hidden layer of three neurons. The input later is fed with features such as
perimeter,

foreground-background ratio,

foreground-background differences.

The

neurons are saturated linear functions for input layer and the logarithmic sigmoid
functions for the hidden and the output layers. BFGS quasi Newton backpropagation
algorithm is found to be a best choice among different training algorithms achieving the
goal in less number of iterations. Finally, the clustering filter is applied similar to the one
employed in WHMT/WML for MCC detection.
To evaluate the methods, 54 regions of size 384 x 384 pixels are cropped from the
mammograms of DDSM database. WHMT/WML achieves 98.15% TP rate at the cost of
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1.85% FP at k= 800 and c=700 while SUSAN/NN yielded 94.44% TP rate and 1.85 % FP
rate at t =1100.
From the performance analysis we conclude that WHMT/WML is more accurate.
Its collaboration with spatial domain filters gains almost 98.15% TP at 1.85% FP rate in
MCC detection at a specific ‘h ' value. WHMT training has been performed on a model
samples obtained from principal component decomposition of twelve images and
rebuilding a sample based on two components corresponding to two largest eigen-values.
In general, a number of samples are needed for training. Training with a number of
samples is to be performed by “tying” technique. However this approach has not been
investigated. Furthermore, it was shown that even a single sample suffices. The MLE
classifier was enhanced by introducing the technique. The normalization constant, h is an
adjustable parameter. However, it was shown, that a few test samples are sufficient to
find the proper range and another few cases are enough to find an optimal values. Some
recommendations are drawn on how to select model samples. Particularly, a single MC of
a size occupying the whole area, and a smooth, yet non-uniform background patch
suffice.
However, this method suffers from some limitations. Firstly, the segmentation
results are not helpful for shape analysis. Secondly, not all MCs in the large clusters are
preserved. Moreover, MCC patterns are altered in the segmented image. Meanwhile,
shape and pattern play a significant role in differentiating benign and malignant cases.
Finally, the method is computationally intensive because of the sliding window, multipath processing of the great number of components.
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On the other hand, SUSAN/NN achieves a performance comparable to those
reported in many research papers but inferior to the WHMT/WML method, i.e., 94.44%
TP and 1.85% FP. It also lacks in finding an exact shape of MC, It also alters MCs in the
large clusters. To apply this method on a new database, apart from estimation of t
parameter and a new training set perhaps a new architecture of the network is required.
To further compare the methods, we consider some other inherent properties. First
method works with a single model, yet carefully defined. The NN needs a sufficient
number of training samples. NN classifier is fast compared to WML classifier. Both
methods are not reusable for instruments different by resolutions.

In WHMT/WML,

user-computer interaction involves setting h value in WML and the contrast threshold c
whereas in SUSAN/NN, it involves setting of the threshold, t and the output threshold for
NN, n.

6.3. Major Contributions
For WHMT/WML, a specific tree structure is developed, the wavelet function is
selected and the processing method is designed. PCA is used for finding two training
samples. The new method, namely Weighted Maximum Likelihood labeling is introduced
for segmentation. Simple spatial filters have been proposed for MC and MCC detection.
A new contrast calculation technique is suggested.
The second method under the study, i.e. SUSAN/NN has been designed. It has
been studied for showing the differences in the performances of wavelet domain and
spatial domain edge detection approaches. For the unbiased comparison, the most
powerful edge detection, i.e. SUSAN has been utilized for segmenting the mammograms.
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For its implementation, the window size and the threshold values are studied. For
classification, one of most popular classifiers, i.e. three-layer feed-forward neural
network is employed. The number of layers, that is 3, number of neurons in the hidden
layer- three, and the appropriate activation functions for the neurons are found through
the experimentation. The neurons transfer is modeled by linear functions for the input
layer and the logarithmic sigmoid functions for hidden and output layers. BFGS quasi
Newton backpropagation algorithm is found as a best choice among different training
algorithms achieving the goal in less number of iterations, i.e., 1500. The classification
features are selected as perimeter, foreground-background ratio, and foregroundbackground difference.
The analysis of the results via examining FROG curves obtained on the
experimental set suggests WHMT/WML for its inclusion to the computer diagnostic
prompting system.

6.4 Future Work
Some limitations of the proposed techniques discussed in the previous chapters
are to be addressed. In WHMT/WML based MCC detection, a modification of the
maximum likelihood weighting equation may improve the performance of the system.
Additionally, switching of models based on the background features can also boost its
performance. Also, training with tying among different training samples is to be
considered. This perhaps will eliminate the need in elaboration of the weighting equation.
In the SUSAN/NN based MCC detection method, TP and FP rates also can be
improved by including more number of training samples which consider wide variety of
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MC cases available in the database. Furthermore, addition of more features and a more
sophisticated NN architecture may lead to better results.

In general. Support Vector

Machines are more advanced classifiers, and can be considered for NN replacement.
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